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I. INTRODUCTIO1

A

Research universities are, accordto to the Repoil of the Task ,

Force on Graduate Education (1975), essential to the welfare cif

the states and the nation. They 'are significant provi41ers of

intellectual and cultural leadership, research potential and the

highly educated professional and technical human resources neces-
*

sary.to tranclate research into social, industria) and economic

action. They provide the innovators, the planners and the teachers

critical to state and national well-being and survival in the com-

plex interrelated and technologically based world of the last quart-
*

er of the 20th.century.- e

More Than Survival suggests that file United States relies more than

any other nation On,its universities for its basic resiarch, and its

universities have performed at the highest.fevel of competitive com-
-

petence. The nation also depends onAts universities for the acivanced

training of the scientists who partictpate,tp both,basic and applied

research, whether in higher education, or government, or industry.

In these times of declining enrollments and.dwindling financial resour-

ces, it is appropriate.that an assessment be.made of the future of

thiTmost important component of 'higher education - the research uni-

versities. Therefore, this final paper, will explore the future of

the research universities in what many 'educator are.calling the era

of a new aCademic revolution - the war for survival,

3



II. ASSESSMENT OF THE MAJOR FACTORS AFFECTING HIGHER EDUCATION
ON RESEARCH UNIVIRSITIES

1. Financial Resources

According to the Report of the Task Force on Graduate Education (1975),
a

a credibility gap has developed between the governors, legislators and

citizens, and the research universities. This gap is due to ascending

costs,'institutional management policies and other 6ctors associated

with the status and nature of graduate education. T6ese individuals ,

are seeking answers to such questions as: How much and,what kinds of

graduate education are needed? Are graduate institutions producing

too manSf overly specialized people for the needs of society? Does

society need-the number and types of graduate education programs of-

fered by the research uniyersities? 'In fact, ttie charge is sometimes

made that institutions are.not reacting or will'not react to meet the

changing human resources needs of society and the interests 0\students -

that they seek to perpetuate traditional and sometimes self-serving ,

missions.

Nevertheless, there have been, and should continue to be, varying levels

of responsibility and support for graduate education and research at the

state level. The research universities received funds during the expan-

sionary period of the 1950's and 1960's earmarked to accomodate a rapid-

ly increasing enrollment and solve major social problems as well. As

the institutions responded by expanding programs, hiring faculty and

staff, constructing new facillties and providing all the support servi-

ces required, costs progressively became a major concern. As a result,

4
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higher education came under increasing scrutiny by governors and

legislators. .They continued to support the institutions, but with-

out clear, understandable information on input and output, needs

and costs, updp whicli to base their policy decisions. Institutions

attempted to. provide the n eded information, but a commUnications

problem compounded the "creuTity gap." The abiliiy to communi-

cate an institulion's needs and outputs is essential for continuing

support from the executive a gislative branches of goyernment.

Some of the key problems attributing to these commiinication difficul-

ties are described below:

A"

a) Multiple Competing Pressure for Funds at the State Level

One of.the problems for graduate education is the competition for

funds at the state level. In recent years, state governments have

been burdened with increasing demands for financial support of social

services, such as health, welfare, safety and transportation.asvell

as support of elementary, secondary, career, undergraduate and grad-

uate education. Althoughstate officials attempt to accomodatea:VI

areas, the general candition of the econonly,bas resulted in an

increasing scarcity of funds. The problem has been exacerbated by

inflation, which undermines the effectiveness of increased funding

levels. The executive and legislative branches of government are

forced tc, rank the state's public services accoAng to state prior-

ities. Spokesmen for each social service must be able to communicate

'their service's needs to the government officials in an effective

manner.

5
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) Alleged "Overproduction" and "Underproduction" of Highly_
Illiated and TraJned Persons in Certain Manpower.Pools

Because of this intense competition'for funds, research universities

must justify their requests for appropriations that are purported to

have the highest per-unit cost at the graduate'and professional levels.

The issue is compounded today by what appears to be "overproduction",

and in some areas "Onderproductlon",%of hignly educaied and trained

persons in certain manpo(er pools. Contributing factors to this issue

.
include the student "demand" for graduate and professional degrees,

.
changing societal "needs" for highly,educated human resources in various

fields.and a decline in academic appointments based on a leveling off

in enrollment projections. (National Board on Graduate Education,'1973)

c) Inadequate Data Base and Statewide Indicators for Assessing

Costs and Benefits for Graduate Education ;2nci Research

Perhaps the central issue in the communications or "credibility", gap

is the inadequate data base and lack of statewide indicators for asses-

sing the costs and benefits for qraduate education and research. Becamse

of the interrelationship between graduate and undergraduate levels of

education, joint casts and yher difficult technical problems, ccmmon

standards for measuring costs of graduate education have not been devel-

.

oped. The wide variance in costs within and among programs as well as

the problems inherent in determining costs is well illustrated in The

1 Costs a'nd Benefits of Graduate iducation: A Commentary with Recommenda-

tlon, published by.the Council of Graduate.Schools in the United States

in 1973. Among the recommendations growing out oUthe graduate.cost

study is that "additional studies be carried ouf as rapidly as possible

t.;



to provide the infomtion which ii needed;...and the result of such

studies be repbrted as soon as practicable.in order to provide a sound

basis for,the public policy and.insiitutional decisions which are now

being called for relative to the costs-bind benefits of graduate edu-

cation."

The need for an adequate data base is supported by the National Com-
.

mission on the Financing of Postsecondary Education, which eecommended

that comparable financial information for the entire postsecondary
(b.

education enterprise be collected and reported in a timely and system-

atic fashion. The aommission also utged that financial information

assoctated with inititutions.of postsecondary education be collected

and reported in close cooperation With the states. When and if the

costs and benefits of graduate education and research can be displayed

in.a clear, precise manner, state Oolicymakers can set appropriations

with some.degree of confidence. These are inherently difficult prob-

lems and precise aniwers may never be available. But more effective

movement in this direction is essential.

d) Inconsistent and Controversial Criteria for Establishing
or Dismantling Graduate Programs

Another current problem at the graduate level is the inconsistency

and laCk of agreement upon criteria for establishing or dismantling -

programs. The shifting enrollment patterns, inereasing costs and

changing societal needs 'bring pressure upon institutions and state

coordinating agehcies to develop criteria for approval of new programs

and elimination of programs. Although a variety of approaches are
11



being considered, we are still at an early stage of the.art. Until

program reyiew procedures are refined and accepted by all parties

.within states, this issue will remain a central concern.

At the federal level, the Carter Administration continbes to stress

the need for real increases in federal spending on research, one of

the fewidiscretiondry areas tr the federal budget given such treat-

ment. There is a dilemma, however, in that research production with-

in the university nonmally yields new doctorates as a joint product,

but many of these,new Ph. D'S will net find suitable employment.

During the growth period of the late 1950's and 1960's, the joint

production of research, graduate, and undergraduate-education within

the university operated ideally from an economic pqint of view; but

today, these relationships-are less beneficialeconomically.. The

continued discussion of.free-standing or functionally separate research

institutes' reflects this fact, posing difficult questions about research

management for both universities and government sponsors.

The nation's research universities will face Continuing difficulties

in financing graduate education, Yor the likelihood of increased grad-

uate student suppott from either the federal government or orivatrk

foundations is virtually nil. Some of the proposals being advanced

for reform of the federally guaranteed student loan programs would make

increased borrowing more manageable, and graduate students will probably

have'tOrely more and more on.debt. as a source of finance; however, one
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can predict with reasonable certainty that many academic departments

.Will face a shortage of graduate students in the next decade, raising

tough problems for the maintenance of these departments as strong cen-

ters of scholarship. (Ford Foundation, ;977) .

In Washington, there is growing concern about the obsolescence of

research equipment and the need to modernize'scientific laboratories.

There is also concern over the so-called "lost generation" of schólart

and scientists'that limited academic employment opporttinities for the

next decade will create. It is possible that a new federal program

will be enacted that will provide funds to universiiies to hire,young

scholars so that they will not be lost to their/ professions.

Some financial rel.ief may be in sight for the major research libi-aries,

for legislation creating a National Periodfcals Center may be enacted

in this or the next sessiop of Con4cess. Such a center would provide

librarians with options not currently available in local collection

development and would reduce the growing costs of interlibrary loans.

(John Hopkins UniveIrsity.Prdss., 1979)

In conclusion, the research univervities will not be immune from serious'.

economtilressures for the foreseeable future, and thE tension between
.110"

4 .

-humane 0.1icies and hard-nosed financial decisions w;11 increase in vir-

tually every research institution.
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2. Enrollment

The word "demopraphic" Means dismal to many institutions of higher

education. Between 1960 and 1970, the number oyffive-year-olds,

who reOesents the prime college market.of the 1980's declined 15

percent. F9ced with the prospect that enrollments may decline by

perhap as.much as 40 percent between 1980 and--1990,.academic com-

munitie alternate between a quixotic faith in tpe power of admis-

sions marketing and a fatalistic conviction that external forces

will carry higher education.to the verge oflbankruptcy.

The research universities, according to the Carnegie Commission on

Higher Education (1971), have managed to attract yearly, on the

averige,.33.4 percent of the 18-'21 year old studthts to their cam-

puses. With this pool of college-age students shrinking, the re-

Search universities must either attract a larger percentage of

these student, develop a "new" studentlpool, retain a lerger

percentage of the students enrolled or face declining enrollments.
1. .

If sucktdeclines were to occur, they would not only impact the

undergraduate programs but would drastically affect the graduate

programs as well. 'This relationship exists because thcunder-

graduate students constitutereavailable pool from which graduate

students are selected, and establish the demand for t9ching assist-

antships, a majcr source of financial support for grAduate_students.

The community colleges have attracted the majority of the non-tradi-

V,



tioilal Of= part-time students. The comprehensive colleges and uni-

.'

versities are doing an effective job of attracting their share of

the 18-21 year old students. Therefore, the only viable incomelvenue

avdilabie to the research universities, if they are to maintain

constant or slightly increaiing undergraduate student enrollments, .

'1

is°to concentrate on retaining the students that ace currently en
. .

rolled. They must find ways.to reduce the drop-out rate from its

historical 40 percent over the last 40 years (Ben-Duvid, 1972) to

a much lower r?.te.

Some of the factors that contribute to this drop-out rate ai*e

worthy of review. ,.. .

. r,11.,:.i- .
A

- .
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e undergraduate curriculum is littleps-'
.

more than' a cafeteria f which students can select virtually any .
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44eTine of General Educai
1

Res arch,oln*itersities.Wa

ization( nd departniOnialisit

I

courses as long as they meet the narrow and specialized requirements

.for a specific major. This environment suggests to students that

the institution does not have anY.real, overall educational mission

except to train students for a narrow profession. Moreovec, it

speaks most loudly to undergraduates as'it virtually ignores them

as persons -,students know they don't matter as much as the mecha-
,

nical and content-related nature of the .course requirements:

There are indications (Feldman and Newcomb, 1969) that quch of the



change that takes place in a student's attituaes, values, and

learning styles occurs A thp first two years.of collegel. Yet

it isprecisely here that fOO many universities spend the least

amount of time with and have the least commitment to students.

Harold Hodgkinion (1971) indicates that the curriculum of the

first two years of college is very weak, and that the high at-

trition rate is the result, at least partially, of ineffective

programs during ,he first year. The programs, he argues, are

difficult to change becausemost of the faculty are not inter-

ested in them.

Stydcnts of anY age are not easily fooled, and most undergrad-

uates learn all too quickly that the "real action" at the uni-

versity is not in the first:and second-year classrooms. .f.e-

quentlys those who arrive at universities as enthusiastic and

eager first-year students are "turned off" to the learning

process and to the institution by the absence of a thoughtful,

stimulating curriculum, and bylaculty whose priorities are else-

where. (Sandeen, 1972)
tr

Emphasis upoil Graduate Programs

'The temptation to create graduate programs almost overnight

has been too great for many institutions of higher education to

resist in the past fifteen years. Many collqoes, public and pri-

vate, primarily for reasons of prestige and to attract and retain



outstanding facutty, developed mastet,'S and doctoral programs in

a wide variety of disciplines, sometimes despite inadequate faci-

personnel, and financial resources. TOO often, this re-

sulted in lower priprity-being given to undergraduate programs.

//

Ashby (1971) argues.that Wine the graduate school has many out-

standing accomplishments, it As costly and is likely to impoverish

the undersrlduate,programs. Its success may havft some neyative'

etfects Odn other segmoits of the institution.

If

Sandeen (1972), observed that on'Tany campuses that deVeloped large

and diverse graduate pmograMs/ther ell-known and cyni-

ally referred ,to "pecking order' among the students themselves.

Undergraduates too often viewed themselves, especially as first-
,

or second-year students, as almost "unworthy" of the Om or con-
,

cern of professors.. It was clearly implied on the campus that

graduate stUdents (especially those on the Ph.D. level) were the

, "preferred clientele" since, they arlone, of course, were capable

of doing research, dealing with the real weighty issues, or at-

tending faculty meetings.

There is no attempt here to make a case for deemphasis upon grad-

uate education, nor is any implication intended that graduate

programs are not critical to higher education and society in gene-

ral. Indeed,t4ile quality of an undergraduate program can be enor-

mously enhanced and enriched by the presence of strong graduate
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prograths. On campuses wherethere are outstanding graduate depart-

ments, undergraduate students should be able to benefit,signifi

cantly from the more sophisticated facilities, equipmOnc, research,

library, faculty, and graduate students themsefves. The undergrad,'

uate.program, however, needs to reflect a clear-cuL missioa of its
G;

.own, so that students and faculiy understand its goals and educattoz

nal purpose.
4

Eaphasis upal Research and Publications

In his important study for the Carnegie Commission, Idstitutions

-in Transition (1971); Harold Hodgkinton noted that as the comprehen-

siveness of a school incr ses, the commitment toward teachtng de-

creases,. Wii.A the striking owth and expansion of institutions, in

the pas,t fifteen yeau, it is at surprising that'undergraduate

teaching programs haye suffe dolOom lack of attention. 'Although

there is evi.dence that larger percentages of faculty ire now being

granted tenure than before, and that it is being gronted earlier in '

one's.academfc career (Hodgkiason, 1971), therejs.still a,very

strong emphasis upon research and publications.in the faculty scram-

ble for promotion. The cliche "publish or perith" is still quite

,valid, especially in the perceptions of many undergraduate studeilts

at large, research-based universities. There is more prestige in-

volved for faeulty to be concerned with research project; and "their

own work" than with the educational and personal lives of undergrad-

uates. Moreover, the rewards to faculty in terms of promotion, sa-

lary increases, a professional reputation are clearly based on the
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research,,publications, and national exposure they'can produte,

not on undergraduate tebthing. 'Clearly, some professors are opcn-

ly bored withslow-level content" of unchwgraduate courses, apd

they are tired of having to listen to the "sophomoric concern: 'and

identity crises of these students." There are many other faculty,

*.loWever, who are genuinely interested tn undergraduate studenis

and are inspiring teachers as well, but who are torn betveen their.

dedication to the needs of these,students and the administration'c

demands to produce research-and publications in professional jour-

nals. This emphasis upon reputation, rewards, and money has taken

many professors further,away -from undergraduates in their consul-

ing roles. Faculty represent expertise in'a great variety of ac-,

tivitiesl, of course, and many are frequently called to other cam-

puses., corporatiohs, %he state and federal governmentt, school sys-

tems, and other countries. This consulting activity has been ac- :

tively sought out by faculty, as it can enhance their professional

advancement, prestige, and pocketbooks. Tem often, however,.it

means yet Another, reason why undergraduates may not get as much

attention from outstanding faculty. As Clark Kerr (1963) has

argued, many of the changes that have taken plice in universities

have separated faculty members fromrstudents, and the.revolt that

used to be against the faculty in loco parentis is now against the

faculty in absentia.

Research writing, and professional consultation are not at all

incompatible with undergraduate teaching. Moreover, a faculty



member at a modern university most likely i$ not growing and learn-

ing in his/her field if he or she is not actively engaged in a.t

least one of thete activities. There are many nationally prominent

full professors who; while being involved in significant research

activity, also interact frequently with undergAduate students, in

and out of classroom. Indeed, they make better and mo-e con-

cerned teachers because they bring to undergraduates their own sense

of.excitement with their research and they find ways to involve

these students in the problems and'issues raised by their ongoing

projects. Research activity has tended too often to separate fa-

culty from underoiradUate teaching and advising, and it has isolated

some faculty ftom ongoing contacts with the concerns and needs of

these students. Although the reward systems in higher education

have encburagcd faculty to work in those directions, undergraduate

teaching can be revitalized and integrated with these professional

concerns of the faculty. At the preterit time, in many institutions,

students are "left to their own devites" in their.academic programs,

and the only persons with whom they ever spend much time in a serious

consideration of,the content of their.work are other students. Al-

though there are obvious benefits to this, the process of higher edu-

cation mutt be more mdaningful and involved with facUlty. For many

students, due to this isolation from faculty, Stanley Heywooes (1971)

observation that higher education can "indeed be a very dull experience"

it too often a reality.

if;
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4
Growcng Departmentalization

The only link that the'separate schools and departments at a

university have, it has been said, is that Chey share a central

heating system! Kerr ,(190) has re*ised.this slightly; he views

the Oniver'sqy as a series of individual faculty entrepreneurs

. 'held together by a common grievance over parking!

Warren Bryan Mardi% (1968) argues that oUr interest in educating

the whole person is inconsisten with our academic specialization.

He claims that universities

"cut off the studept'sAhead from his body anorhave it dissect-

ea according to the sOecialties of various departments, while
the victims' body is allotted to student personnel-services."

Although well over one-half df all students on many campuses change

their academic major at least once, and many more than once, there

is a growing tendency among institutions to assume that students

eVto in their first year, are (or ought to be) firmly committed to

a professional field, and should begin a structured, predetermined,

and unswerving program:to ifiat end. .Much of the structure oT under-
.1

graduate programs today reflects more of the specialized approach

of a graduate curriculum than the broad-based one of the undergrad- .

uate program. According to'Sandeen (1972), students are painfully

aware of the penalties involved if they deviate too far from the

prescribed departmental requirements: If tHey "get out of.sequence"

(one of the maeor sins that can be committed), Lhey may graduate a

semester.late, miss good job opportunities, increase their own costs,

or incur the disapproval of faculty and parents. To many students



today, the term "elective" is a standing, cynical joke. Their

curriCulum may be so prescribed that their only "electives" are

available in their last two years, and then these must comprise

"no more than 5 percent uf the total program.", One college cata-

log indicates that students must enroll for at least 9 credits of

"sociohumanistic studies," as part of their overall program of 192

credits. Whatever "sociohumanistic studies" are is anyone's guess,

but the implication that taking 9 credifs.in such academic activity

coostitutes a broadening of the educational experience is both an

insult to the academic integrity of the faculty and an illustration

of the lack of coherence in undergraduate education. The depart-

ment reigns supreme*. The power and autonomy of academic departments

in higher education are a reason for the/academic achievements Of

institutions and for their shortcomings. It is only a very courage-

'ous and innovative dean who can make many inroads into the depart-

ments and alter or broaden the scope of their concerns. Students

enrolled in "their department" become "their students," and in

recent Years departments have!protected and clung to their students

for more than academic reasons '.: the number of students enrolled

in the discipline may have a direct impact upon the funding of its

programs and the support for its faculty.: Students unknowingly

ibecome pawns in nterdepartMental power and money struggles; and,

of course, the lack of anicomprehensive and sensible approach to

undergraduate education is clearly reflected.

It is too often assumed that'once a student enrolls in a particular
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department, she or he is not only going to graduate in that dis-

cipline, but will also either pursue graduate studies in that area

or obtain a job in that field and stay in it for a long time. The

actual behavior of students and graduates, of course., does not fol-

low this pattern. Large numbers of students take jobs immediately

after college that are not directly related to their undergraduate

'-majors - and more striking, the mobility in the work force now is

such that most persons change ,tobs several times, so.that five

years after graduation, many are in positions essentially unrela-

ted to their Undergraduate concentration. Yet too many institutions

continue to increase the narrow and professional nature of their

academic programs. Aside from the fact that these approaches,do

mit represent any logical,-broad-based educational philOophy, the

ironic result is that students are not well served even for their

,narrow professional purposes, due to their own shifts in academic

and professional preferences.

Students, of course, have contributed to thi5 emphasis upon depart-

mentalism by.their own insistence on "relevance" and their own aca-

demic myopia. All professors have heard students complain about'

"why do I have to learn this? - It's not related to what I'm going"

to do." Too often, faculty departments and institutions have rein-

forced such attitudes with the overemphasis upon course work as a ,c

preparation for'a job. The current4ad for "career education"

being pushed by the federal and state governments can only enhance

this trend and further the fragmentation of undergraduate programs.



The acadentic department is a fi[reat strength in American higher edu-

cation. It has become tUo'autonomous and isolated, hoWever, and too

free to control a large part of the curriculum for undergriduate

students. Strong leadership is needed io develop programs in under-

graduate education that take advantage of the strengths of depart-
,

ments. with imaginatiOe new arrangements of curricula, facilities,

and.faculty. .(Sandeen, 1972)

It is becoming obvious, according to Zemsky (1980), to senior offi-

cers in research'universities:that intensified 'recruiting efforts

offernly a limited soluponito declining ed;-ollments Or to fiscal

problems; current budget pressures can only get worse as enrollment

pools shrink over the next decade. Short-term admissions marketing

must now give way to long-eange retention planning as an integral

part of academic and fiscal management. Until this is done, Ameri-
.

can research universities will not be prepared to confront the 1980's

ifith confidence in their own ahility to'remain.a viable force in the

future of higher educatthn.



3. The Imeact-of CompetitiOn on Research Universities

The research urpersittes are a microcosm of the larger set of

institutions in thd higher education comunity. 'They contain within

them muCh oT the variety offered by ttle three_other types of insti-,

tutions studied. The research universities,\for example, offer the
to.

B.A. M.A and those doctorates that are offered by the comprehensive

and private colileges. In addition, they alsd.offer, in many cases,

the A.A. degreet that are most frequently thought to be solely within

the Province of the community college.

This plees the research universities'in coMpetition'with the compre-

hensive, private and community colleges for student enrollments and

financial resources.

Ihe research universities seem to fare well tn the student enrollment

area. In fact, the Carnegie Council on Higher Education (1980) pre .

diCts that the research universities will be the least vulnerable to

the declines in enrollments over the next tWo decades. Because of the r
high admissions standards that they maintain, it is possible for them

to regulate enrollments by lowering admission requirements. Further,

they also draw their studenIs from nattonal rather than regional or

local areas which allow them to be lest dependent on localized pros-
.

pective student pools.

In the area of,financing, die research universities, because of the

cost per graduate student, have a more difficult task of..competing for

limited resources with the community colleges andicomprehensive col-

legcs and univcrsities.

01
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4. Coliective Bargaining dt Research Universities

Collective bargaining is now a majer,issue un many campuses', and

s, board members,.and legislatorsfaculty, students, administrator

would do well to consider together its probable impact upon their

institution. Ladd and,Lipset (1973) have speculated that faculty

unionism will be aStorm center in the future, and although it has

been viewed with disdain by many professors over the years, it will

become 6 major issue for research universities.

Collective )argaining can come, when it does, as a supplement to

1

current forms of goiernance, if Wis confined to bargaining over

matters of compensation; or it can be a tOtally new form of gover-
.

nance covering all decision-making processes. It appears, based

on the study by the Carn6gie CommiSsion (1973), that a majority

of faculty members within higher educatior favor collective bar-

gaining and also favor greater militancy in asserting faculty in-

terests.

4.

Collective bargaining can become a negative force if it.focuses on

faculty interests only and not on more broad-based,efforts5 revi-
.

talizing the undergraduate curriculum.

Faculty interests can include teeching and advising loads, class

size, research opportunities, involvement in policy decisions, ten--:

ure regulations and,salaries, among others. Each of these is very

important; but if faculty members become so preoccupied with their.
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own security and working conditions, they may tend to become sepa-'

rated from issues central to the campus's educa ional program\and

the sense.of community that exists nay be erodo.d. C tive bar-

gaining places professional members of thp academic community intc

a labor-management reletionship and emphasizes a "we-they" conflict

between faculty and administration, or, increasingly, between the

institution and the governing board. Dialogue among colleagues can

be replaced by negotiation, and the emphasis upoli various campus

"power groups" rnayj6ecomc enhanced. The arbitratitn process may po-

larize campus gr ups on various issues, while distant "representa-
,

tives" argue in* formal, legalistic terms one s"side's" case against

the other., (Sandeen, i972).

In the.Carnegie Commision'report on Gover:nance in Nigher Education

(1973) it is argued that collective bargaining will result in a re-

auction of campus autonomy, because the people with the money are

the legislators and governors. Negotiations will most likely be with

these groups, and federal and state emproyee relations boards will .

decide 5uch issues as the composItion of the bargaining unit and the

various matters subject to bargaining. Professional arbitrators may

rule on various disputes and grievances. There also may be impacts

upon interdepartmental uniformitY, on flexibifity of treatment of in--

dividual faculty cases, and on the tone of ihe relationships with ad-

ministrators and trustees.

According to Sandeen (1972), the governance process itself may be
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changed significantly depending on the nature of the contract. Fa-

culty and administratiye roles may become carefully proscred, and

informal and spontaneous relationships may decrease. Perhaps of

greatest concern, collective bargaining. raises several bethersome

issues regarding undergraduate students and the educational program.

If fac'ulty ifter6ts "are paramount in a particular contract, most

likely, students do not have any Significant role in the Agovernance

process." In effect, some collective bargaining agreements,"Ne
11

out" students from tne governance process altogether, or Oallow
%

them" only a token "observer" role. Previous gains that students

had made regarding involvement in campus issues can be eliminated.

More importantly, the perceptions stUdents have of their acceptance

as participating members of the academic community can.be greatly

diminished. If faculty members and others on the campus have been

stating theie "commitments to undergraduates and their fine contri-

bution to the governance process," then these statements quickly

become hollow rhetoric to the students. A sense of community.can

quickly 'becorife a sense of cynicism. In extreme situations, where

faculty may actually go on strike, students may become embittered

toward their professors, now convinCed that "when the chips are down,

the faculty take care of themselves first, and the hell withithe stu-

dents." The need for broad-based reform in.undergraduate education

may not be enhanced by the presence of collective bargaining. Ins-

tead of being concerned with campuswi 'e educational programs for stu-

dents that may involve the breaking'down of departmental barriers,

faculty may further isolate.themselves into their own departments,
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secure with the tontents of their contract.

On the other hand, collective bargaining can be viewed as a positive

force within 14.educational community if'it serves to ensure approp-

riate professional ,roles for faculty, and irdoes not remove campus

groups from playing a meaningful role on governance. it can function

to maintain effective class siies, teaching and advising loads, fair

and equitable procedures for faculty evaluation, and adequate finan--

cial compensgion for faculty, all of which may serVe,the ceuse of

effective educational programs and campus morale very well. By giving

a clearer definition of faculty responsibilities, professors may event-

ually be more free to participate in efforts to create more vital edu-

cationil options for students. In some caies of course, the rights

of faculty, their prerogatives to determine the curriculum, and the

mork loads they actually undertake have been abridged or arbitrarily.

determined. .Collective Bargaining has the potential in sow situatiAs

to ensure fairness, and perhaps,to protect vital educational principles;

There probably has not yet been .enough experience in American higher

education with collective bargaining tck evaluate fairly its impact

upon students, the governance process, the institutional climate for

experimentation, or the development of new and clearly artitulated

. educational options for undergraduates.

.
In any coe, collective bargaining by the faculty of research insti-

tutions will have substantial influence on the autonomy of these

titutions and on the rational development of postsecondarY education

?5



in general_ For the restructuring of higher ilducation will be more

and more along political lines which will vastly fuel the probabili-
',

ty Qf a kind of institutional - governmental socialiim destructive
4.

* of academic freedom and thus of institutional freedom.

V

A
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III. THE fUTURE OF RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES

With the great growth Of research and graduate education experienced

in the 1950's and 1960's subsiding, the research universities must

make severe adjustments to survive this new environment of limited

enrollifient and declining financial r'esources.

More Than Survival suggests that these dwindling financial resources

can be attributed to the requirements of statifunding formulas on the

one hand, and the changes in the flow of research funds, from.the effects

on Ph.D. programs ofa poor angl changing job market, from the sharp dec-

line in support for graduate students, And from the erosion of their

research libraries on the other hand.

Because of this dismal situation confronting higher education, in general,

thet'e is a great deal of interest and concern about the current status

and future development of graduate education and research.

The concerns rest with the role'vof the state and the federal governments.

.
It is perceived by the Carnegie Council on Higher Education (1980) that-

b

.
-the period ahead'will,be a state period,in terms of new initiative and

responsibilities 'for the welfare of higher education - as the prior 20

years were a federal perind in terms of new initiatives.

States will be expected to provide adequate resources to the universities.

They must be able to guarantee through legislation and institUtional
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policy that all qualified citizens have equal opportunity for access

to the graduate le44:4 an opOlortunity that is not denied solely on the

basis of ethnic, socioeconomic, sex or age discrimination. They must

be able to provide basic institutional Support, realizing that without .

such support, excellent programs could not survive. They must also

share in the support of their citizens thr.dugh'state scholarships,

grants 4nd loan progrqms for students. They must be willing to provide

this support without-Aelding to the temptation to saize control of

systems oi higher educatton and make them agencier sL(fe governments

in the name of saving money.

More specifically, the states must be willing to provide the support

recomMended by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Educa-

tion in Thtee Thousand Futures: The Next 20 Years for Higher Education,

namely:

"We believe that:the states generally should be prepared to
maintain real per-capita contributions to higher education
at current levels. Such a policy will both create some lee-
way, as public enrollments go down, to give more aid to priv-
ate colleges and to. offset the higher cost per student for
overhead as campus enrollments demase, and also reduce bur-
dens on taxpayers as per-capita real income rises. A few

states should raise theft- per-capita contributions in real
terms; several may want to consider adding additional com-
munity colleges or equivalent programs in comprehensive col-
leges and universities to make open access available on a
nationwide basis; and a number, we believe, should establish
Area Health Education Centers.

We also advise states to: .

-. Prepare financing formulas that will encourage diversity and
new initiatives, that make allowance for rising overhead costs
per student as enrollments go down, and that permit institutions
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to keep the.private funds they raise. The Foundations in
several Big Ten universities are a nood model for the latter.
purpose. On formulas, we specNically suggest that,reductions
be less than the reductions in student numbers, for example,
&range. of 0.6 to 0.8 reduction for each 1.0 decline in F.T.E.

- Introduce state equivalents of the Fund for Improvement of
Postsecondary Education (F.I.P.S.E.).

- Stop pre-audit controls over expenditures, and emphasize
instead postaudi measurements of managerial performance.

- Ease the possibility of transfers of funds within institu-
tions, preferably through lump-sum appropriatTons.

- Provide for portability of state financial aid to,students.

- Step in, as necessary, vi assist mergers of institutions,
which can be costly, and to help with close-outs - particu-
larly the preservation of past records. -

-

The states together, through regional associations and the
Educational Commission of the States nationally, may wish to:

- Encourage more sophisticated advance estimates of enrollments
than many states now hav,e-bad data give rise to bad plans."

With regard to federal support, the Cirnegie Council (1920) has also

made recommendations that are worthy of note:

- Continuation of the present level of support for research
in colleges and universities at au:roximately 12 to 13 per
cent of total federal support of research and development.(R & 0),
while raising total federal support of R&D to about 1.8 per
'cent of the G.N.P. which ittaveraged in the 1960's; it has
been around 1.3 per-cent in the 1970's, rising' recently.
This would help' offset any decline at.the state level as en-
rollment-driven,financing goes down in real terms. It would '

also make possible urgently needed iMprovement in the qualAly
of laboratory equipment and other facilities.

- Establishment of a Fund for the Encouragement of Young Scientists.
The fund would be used over a twenty-year period to assist the
flow of young scientists into faculty positions in selected
fields in uriversities directly or through absorption of all or
part of the costs of existing tenure positions. It would be
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administered by the National Science Foundation-(N.S.F,) upon
recommendations as to fields and means of distribution by the
National Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engine-

ering. We consider this to be a very important investment in

the future. We are impressed by the carefully developed'pro-k

posal of the Committee on Continuity in Academic Research Per-
formance, sporsored by the.Commission on Human Resources of

the National kesearch Council.

Recognizing that'the shortage of positinns for young scientists
in research universities will become more acute until about 1991
and then will become leSs serious as retirement and mortality
rates of existing faculty members rise, the committee recommended
a program of five-year awards to particularly the scientists
(some middle-aged and some relatively young) whose univertities
would undertake to open up new faculty tenure-track positions
to recent Ph.D's, with the number of awards gradually rising
to a peak in 1991 and then declining., The costs df the recom-
mended prograth would increase from $2.1-million in 1981-82 to
$39:million in 1991-92 and then decline to the year 2000, and
would be met partly by existing N.S.F. fundsond.partly by
increased appropriations. Emphasis would be placed on opening
up some of the positions for women and members of minority

groups.

We suggest a similar but somewhat more flexible program, with

provision for some awards directly to recent Ph.D's and with
ten-year awards to established scholars during the first decade
of the program (the'duratior of awards to be reduced after that,
as the shortages of positions become less serious). We, there-

fore, proposetadded appropriations in excess of the sums just,
listed, but not exceeding $100-million in any one year.

- Encouragement, through appropriate tax policies, to industry
and foundations to grant research funds to universities.

- Introduction of a policy to support research libraries and other
research resources, including computers, by including within
overhead on research contracts a standard 5-per cent allowance
for this purpose; the ,:urrent level is 1 to 3 per cent, varying

among institutions. This policy should be adopted as a supple-

ment rather than as an alternative to existing programs, parti-
cularly, Title II, Part C of the 1976 Education Amendments.
Part II, !.art C remains an ,important elemeRt in preserving the
nation's research libraries and should be fully funded at, its

1979 authorization level of $10-millidn. Also necessary is the

passage o. legislation for a national periodicals center. Sup-..

plement J sits forth 'other po)icies to aid libraries.'

We suggest that the federal government also consider:

300



- Policies,to reallocate funds for student finpncial assistance
to target them more'on lower-income students, to create eMere
viable loan program, to place more emphasis upon student self-
help, including Ihrough the College Work-Study program, and to
assist the s.tates with tuition scholarships (S.S.I.G.);.all
within existing total sums in constant dollars (Carnegie Council'
on Policy Studies in Higher Education, 1979b)

- Gradual' increases in the Fund ellocat'd for the Improvement
of Postsecondary Education.

On the specific issue of the.allocations of .finantial resources bet-

ween the state and federal governments in support of research univer-

sities, the National Bdard on-Graduate Education stated the following:

...we believe that the division of responsibility toward /1
higher education which has been evolving over Ihe past
25 years is fundamentally sound; namely. that the states
and the private sector assume responsibility fOr.basic

. operation of the institutions and Ihat Ihe federal govern7
ment assumes increasing responsibil y for the financing
of.students, for research and for upport of selected
institutibnal programs in the nati nal interest."

In a statement to the National Commission on the Financing of Post-

secondary Education, representatives of the three'regional inter-

qate compacts (the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Edu-,

cation, New England Board of Higher Education, the Southern Re410-

al Education Board) and the Education Commission of the States agreed

to the following position on Ihe appropriate distribution for suppbrt

of graduate education:

' Federal support for graduate education in the form of itudent
aid, training grants, jrect institut*onal support and research
development are critically important tor the welfare'of the
nation. However, we do not believe that I' is in the best
interest of graduate education, Ole institutions or the.public
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for Ole federal government to assume primary responsibility
for graduate education. To do so would tend:

a) To distort federal, state and institutional perspective

b) To encourage federal control of graduate education

c) To overlook the integral relation of graduate education"
and undergraauate education in complex higher educational
institutions

d) To encourage crisis approaches to graduate education deve-
lopment based upon snort-ranged manpower and projections
and/or current but transient manpower needs

e) To lead ta overlooking the necessary lead time in effecting
changes in program productivity. .

The Carnegie CoMmission op Higher Education considei.ed graduate-level

support as part of its step-tuition program. It advocated graduate-
,

level tuitions three times as high for postbaccalaureaté students as

for freshmenand 'sophomores. It also recommended a significant increase

in federal support if the nation'is to remain in the vanguard of

scientific'and technological developments. To accomplish this, the

Carnegie Commission recommended federal fellowships for doctoral

students. fdgether with cost-of:education supplements to institutions.

1

In another report, the Carnegie Commission recommended federal 94 ern-

, \

ment 9upport,of university-based research programs be increase T per

cent above the 1968'1vVel by 1970,, with the annual ratessf increase

declining from' 15 percent in 1970-71 to 113 per ciNt in 1976. This

rate of.increase,(would) reflect expanding doctoral enrollments' use of

.more costly technology and the need for expansion into new fields of

research.

Q.7)
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The National Board on Graduate Education emphasizes that "...benefits

of graduate education are both private and social, actruing to the

individual student and to the state, region and nation." In discus-

sing' the pluralistic sources of support:for graduate level education,

the board endorsed the'following principles for graduate student sup-

port, research and institutional sOpport:'

Graduate tuition should be maintained aXlevels betow the
"full cost" of graduate education.

- Assuming no major increase in graduate tuition, federal

fellowships and traineeships should not be increased to
their 1968 highs. Neither should they be phased out.

The conclusions of these-reports support the concept of the.contin-

uation of a plurality of coUrses of support for graduate education

philanthropic, business and industrial, state and federal. Student

tuition should be set at a level that will not foteclose opportuni-

ties for all interested and qualifjed individuals and should be sup-

plemented by a variety of financial aid-programs funded by. the fede-

ral government. The states have the primary responsibility for basic

institutional support,that undergirds both the undergraduate and grad.-

uate programs, particularly in their public institutions.

Given that both the state and federal governments will follow the above

recommendations, the research universities will not only survive, but

will be able to assume a leadership role in interinstitutional coordi-

nation and cooperation. They will, because of their size and flexibi-

lity, be irva good position to generate intellectual.growth through the
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consolidation of academic units. As indica\ted in More* Than Survival,

\

the research universities' strong Rrofessio al schools can become

resources for new dtrections in their under raduate'liberal arts pro-

gram. Given the still growing demand for faculty in the community

colleges, universities may be able to help meet these new faculty needs

through doctor arts prograni.

Their libraries can form regionaf ties and help point the way to new

,public policy approaches for better support of America's great research

libraries. jheir internal' resoUrces can be used to develop new manage-

ment methods. They can explore areas ranging from new forms of inc-

reasing productivity to new patterns for early retirement. In 'summary,

the research universities, vvich were leaders during growth, can also

lead in new ways required at a time of declining growth.
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IV. SUMMARY

The dependence of the nation on the kind of retearch and teaching

that universities offer is so great that it is mandatory that

they survive in order for this country to survive.

1m fact, many of the new scientific and technological advances that

we experience every day are the results orour research universities.

The decline in their support over the past decade andmore has

ihjured the nation. Yet, I_sam of the opinion that the research uni-

versities, because of their major contributions to society and the

deffendency of society upon them still have the greatest possibility

. of survival of all of the types of institutions in higher educa:ion.
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